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PASTORAL PROJECT PROPOSAL

I. Definition of a Proposal Concern
A.
A thorough description of the pastoral concern to be addressed.
identification of the concern, possible causes, and definition of terms.

This

includes

Prayer is a powerful way to be aware of another’s greatest need. The hospital setting is a
place where prayer happens every second, minute, and hour of the day. Anyone can pray but

what

is significantly

impacting

is that men

and women

who

are patients have

actually

experienced a change emotionally, physically, mentally, and spiritually.
My purpose for the pastoral project is to provide a tool for intentional prayer as a model
of instruction to be a practical approach to prayer with patients, families, and hospital associates.
This intentional prayer tool is to assist chaplains in being more intentional in their praying styles
when ministering to patients, families, and hospital associates. It is my experience that people
who are sick are not so much moved by a particular prayer style, but they are especially moved
by what

is actually

said

during

prayer

time

with

them.

People

tend

to hesitate

to pray

specifically; this is why I have named intentional prayer as the focus of this pastoral project.
A working definition of intentional prayer is to pray to God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit
about a specific need, for example to gain an appetite, to be relieved of pancreatic pain,

to be

waiting for the results of a biopsy for colon cancer, or just to sleep better. In prayer, calling the
need was it is, instead of praying a general prayer that may not mean anything to the patient is

the focus of this project.

At St. Vincent Hospital in Indianapolis, Indiana, patients are prayed with, for, and about
every day by chaplains and other health care associates. Praying is what chaplains do on behalf
of patients, families, associates, doctors, nurses and colleagues. Most times the focus is basically
praying for the individual, rather than the intentional prayer need for the individual. Obviously,
both the individual and their reason for being in the hospital are very important as an indicator
for intentional prayer. To pray is not to just focus only on the individual, the real invitation is to
specifically name in prayer what the patient’s or person’s intentional need is (through intentional
conversation). Intentional prayer is a more direct means of communicating one’s greatest need to
God.

Call the specific need what it is.
Prayer is essential. This kind of calling for assistance from God is a very common feature

of all religions. For most people, even if they are only mildly religious, there is a point in their
lives when they call on God in this way.
I have encountered patients who may suffer from hypertension. As I visit with them, I
assess what their greatest needs are and what they value in their faith life through attentive
listening. Some may not even practice a particular faith. Nurses have brought it to my attention
that Patient X may have had trouble bringing down his or her blood pressure. The nurses noted
that the patient’s blood pressure lowered after I had prayed with them addressing their particular
need. Without this intentional prayer the patient may have continued to experience an elevated
blood pressure. I believe that God lowered their blood pressure as a result of intentional prayer
and their faith in God.
In my role as mentor to CPE (Clinical Pastoral Education) residents and CPE interns, I
have witnessed that the manner of their prayer delivery at times lacked personal attention to the

needs of the patient. If a patient offers in conversation what their condition is, mentioning this in

prayer is not a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) violation. As CPE
Residents matured in their attending to patient needs through attentive listening, their prayers
were more focused on the patient’s great need.

B. A Description of the cultural (i.e., historical, sociological, economic,
dimensions of the pastoral context of the problem.

psychological)

Intentional prayer has been around for more than 2000 years because Jesus frequently
asked those who wanted to be cured, “What do you desire from Me?” The example of the story
of the blind man, Bartimaeus in Mark 10:46-52, is significant to intentional prayer. The story
relates that as Jesus and his disciples came to Jericho Jesus encounters a blind man who wishes

to be healed. The blind man cries out for mercy, but Jesus does not heal him immediately.

It is

only when the man expresses his exact need that Jesus heals him. When we pray, God wants to
know

exactly

what

we

want. Sometimes

when

we

pray,

we

don’t

even

know

what

we

want. When we pray for something very general, like to be blessed, how do we know when God
has answered our prayer?

When God asks, “What do you want?” we should be able to respond

to the question by telling God specifically what we want (intentionally). This is the catalyst for
intentional prayer.
Historically, St. Vincent Health Care System is known as one of the largest healthcare
providers

in Indiana, having more than sixteen facilities serving over forty-five counties in

central Indiana.

The hospital has a commitment

to spiritually-centered,

holistic care, which

maintains and improves the health of individuals and communities. St. Vincent’s Hospital is
channeled

by

a spiritual

culture that reflects

its commitment

to quality,

compassion,

and

affordability in health care. So, St. Vincent’s patients choose to come to a spiritual culture. The

hospital has 38 staff chaplains and7 CPE Residents. They come from diverse faith traditions and
cultures.
Economically,

the population of patients, families, and associates covers the lowest

income, middle class, and upper class people. Some can pay for their care in full and some
struggle financially. The patients who come to St. Vincent are quite diverse in race, nationality,
and types of illnesses (i.e., strokes, brain tumors, aneurisms, diverticulitis, pancreatitis, colon
cancer, twitches, blood clots, etc). At St. Vincent’s, no one is left behind for health care.
The CPE Residents are also diverse. They come from Catholic, Baptist, Church of Christ,
and United Methodist denominations. The CPE Residents practice daily theological reflection in
their ministry.
Psychologically, patients, families, and associates have a number of emotional issues that
they are dealing with. They could benefit from a chaplain who is aware and praying intentionally
for their greatest needs. Patients tend to be more at ease when a chaplain names their illness or
mentions the site of the illness in prayer.

Prayer is important to people because it enhances their

quality of life. I believe that intentional prayer correlates with improved health in people
recovering from some life threatening illnesses.

C. A clear statement of the significance of this concern for pastoral ministry including its
theological implications.
Intentional prayer is a prayer focused on specific need(s) or concern(s) for a person or
people. Intentional prayer by its very nature is pastoral. Obviously, the act of praying does not
affect God’s will so much as the attitude of the one who prays. I feel that good is attained by

detailing one’s specific needs before God who knows all and by asking for grace. Prayer,
because of its spiritual dimension, has to be personal and intimate.

Prayer is a mode in which human beings find themselves in direct contact with God, the
Creator. As they perceive themselves in crisis, they are drawn to call upon God realizing their
dependence on Him. When they call upon God in this manner they experience God’s divine
presence.

A review of Scripture, points out that many of the prayers of the Bible are for something

specific. People tend to hesitate to pray specifically because they just do not have the faith that
anything will happen. The power of God is revealed in Jesus. In the present time, it is an
exception if prayer is answered miraculously.

Jesus encourages us to pray in his instructions as put forth in John 14:12-14. God answers
our prayers, provided we have faith in Him and trust in His Holy Will in any given situation.
God wants us to pray to Him speaking specifically about what we need to be addressed. In 1
John

5:14-15, Jesus

says He will grant our needs provided those needs

are subject to his

knowledge and a purpose for what is best on our behalf:
And we have this confidence in him, that if we ask anything according to his will,

he hears us. And if we know that he hears us in regard to whatever we ask, we
know that what we have asked him for is ours (1 John 5:14-15).

It is clear that in many of Jesus’ miracles, the person of faith told Jesus exactly what he or she
desired from him. Jesus instructed those who were healed through gifts of healing not to tell
anyone what had happened to them.

Examples

of those who

specifically asked for healing

include Jairus® daughter (Matt 9:18-26); the woman with the issue of blood (Luke 8:43-48); two
blind men (Matt 9:27-31); the centurion’s servant or boy (Matt 8:5-13); the ten lepers (Luke
17:12-19): and as previously stated, the blind man Bartimaeus. In all of these examples, it was
the faith of the individual that made them well, but he/she asked specifically for the need. There

are Scripture examples of Jesus seeking out people to be healed, and they could tell what had
5

happened to them: the man with the withered hand (Luke 6:6-10); Peter’s mother-in-law (Mark
1:30-31); the woman

was bent over for over 18 years (Luke

13:11-16). One can learn from

scripture that Jesus instructs everyone to tell Him exactly what their needs are: be direct and
faith-filled.

It is important to accept God’s Holy Will no matter what, even before you know it,
because God is faithful and just. God loves all people sick or well. Since they are a people of
faith and hope in God, this enables them to simply pray specifically as they think Jesus would
pray in the same situation. Of course, they continue to pray. God understands their limitations,
fears, and anxieties.
There is a substantial amount of inner peace, calm, hope, and acceptance when a person
knows that he or she is prayed for by name and is specifically lifting up to God their greatest
need (and resting in God’s Holy Will). I have been told by patients that they felt more restful
after I visited with them and prayed with them. I attribute that to the power of God addressing
their need with His Holy Will in tact. I believe God answers intentional prayers as He knows
what is in our best interest.

IL. Plan of Action for Pastoral Response
A. In light of the perceived problem or concern, describe your design for an appropriate
response.
My design for an appropriate response is to get a sense of the need to pursue the topic of
intentional prayer from others, especially the leadership and my peers. I will set up a times to
share my idea for a model of prayer to be more intentional in our prayers for patients, families,
associates,

doctors, nurses and colleagues.

I propose this because

there is more

depth and

meaning to specifically naming what the intentional need in prayer, and it needs to be addressed

to God. The positive effects of intentional prayer on patients, families, associates, doctors, nurses
and colleagues show benefits for the mind, body, and spirit. What greater means to communicate
one’s need to God? That is right, call it what it is.

I propose

as a part of this design to meet with the director of Pastoral Care, Staff

Chaplains, and CPE manager and CPE supervisor of CPE Residents on separate dates to present
the concept. I will present key points from my proposal and visuals to illustrate. This will allow
me to confirm an interest from them and to form a support group to solicit input for suggestions
and concerns. I will seek their advice on what they would like to see included in a booklet “A
Model of Intentional Prayer in the Work Place: Pastoral Care.”
The method of reflection to be. utilized during times of meetings will be the Tri-Polar
Model of Theological Reflection or Abigail Johnson’s Life-to-Text Model of Theological Reflection.
Either method will allow for the evaluation of the theological content of the pastoral concern. An
explanation of both models are addressed in the next section and given as a part of the handouts
attached.

B. Indicate why your design addresses the concern and how it will be implemented in a
well-designed theological reflection process with a group of people, both in the planning
and the implementation stages.
My

concern

for the need

to implement

an intentional

prayer tool as a model

for

instruction is that there is more than one style of prayer among pastoral ministers. I envision
presenting this as a didactic form of instruction. Chaplains need to be exposed to options as they

claim their authority to full ministry as chaplains. It will be another tool to add to their resources
on prayer.

As a part of the planning stage, I introduced my idea to the Director of Pastoral Care.
After sharing my thoughts on this project with my peers and professor, I gave this much more

thought; I took it to prayer in our chapel at home and rested with this idea. I approached this with
the method of theological reflection using Scripture (the healing and miracles of Jesus), sharing
my idea for this project with my director of Pastoral Care. I felt affirmed by the way the director
received my thoughts on this intentional prayer project. Her thoughts were spinning with new
consideration and how this model of prayer impacts my ministry as a chaplain. We dialogued at

some length on the target groups and narrowed it down to just focusing on the CPE Residents.
We decided that this could be done in one session and conclude with an evaluation.

I left my time of meeting with the Director, confident that this was a worthwhile project. I
thanked God for placing this idea in my heart. Now I pray for God’s grace to implement this in a
timely manner.

My

design will be carried out in collaboration with members

of the pastoral care

department at St. Vincent Hospital. We have scheduled a time to meet to discuss the goals and
objectives of this particular pastoral project using the James and Evelyn Whitehead’s Tri-Polar
Method of Theological

Reflection (See APPENDIX

A). Their model

uses three poles of a

triangle. Each pole represents a source of information for reflection: experience, tradition, and

culture. This offers a unique method of developing skills in attending (pay close attention to the
religious dimension of reality in one’s ministry), asserting (the skill a mature uses to Christian
connect the Word of God with sources of information), and decision making (when a person’s

discernment changes attitudes or leads to concrete actions). The presence of God is in all of this
for ongoing conversion in the life of all who minister. This holds true for a community of faith,
too.

I may choose to use or Abigail Johnson’s Life-to-Text Process of Theological Reflection
because this model seems more compatible for pastoral care (See APPENDIX B). Her model has
six steps for personal reflection and a seventh for a group
exploring the experience;

digging deeper;

making

setting: naming the experience,

faith connections;

learning; praying;

and

presenting to the group. An explanation of both models will be shared with the staff chaplains
and CPE residents.

This reflection will engage the members to share experiences on how they minister and
pray with patients, families, and associates. We will also come to a decision as to what they

would like to see included in a booklet as a model of intentional prayers. As a part of this,
chaplains will be given reflection questions to think over as they wait for everyone to assemble.
The questions will be as follows:
What is your general style to prayer/praying?
What

is your

approach

to praying

with

patients,

families,

and

associates

after

conversing with them about their concerns, needs, struggles, and worries during your
daily work as chaplains?
Share one or two experiences on how you minister and pray with patients, families,
and associates.
What would you like to see included in a booklet as a model of intentional prayers?

C. Outline the major components of the action plan including

I. To assist chaplains in being more intentional in their praying styles when ministering to
patients, families, and hospital associates by presenting an intentional prayer tool as a model of
instruction to be a practical approach to prayer.

A. Assemble a group of chaplains for the purpose of theological reflection on the topic of
intentional prayer in the workplace in order to be of greater spiritual support to the
patients, families, and hospital associates.
1. Meet once to introduce the purpose and concern.
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2. Open with a prayer to focus our gathering.
3. Have some discussion on prayer in the light of how we use prayer in our
ministry.
4. Pass out a theological reflection sheet with three points of consideration to
reflect upon by the group of chaplains.
5. Meet one more time to share findings and the direction I will proceed with for
the creation of the booklet.
B. To create a booklet: “A Model for Intentional Prayer in the Workplace: Pastoral Care”
C. To use this booklet as a tool to do a didactic with CPE Residents.

2. Implementation of design
A. Initiate approval from the Director of Pastoral Care and Manager of CPE Residents.
1. Establish a meeting place with Director of Pastoral Care and Manager of CPE
Residents.
2. Provide a handout with vital information on this pastoral project, “A Model for
Intentional Prayer in the Workplace: Pastoral Care.”
B. Learn what is available in the field of spiritual research on the topic of intentional
prayer.
1. Spend time researching the topic intentional prayer for studies to validate the
need for this to be an important tool for CPE Residents, especially and for Staff
Chaplains.
2. Include resources as a part of the bibliography.
C. Create the Model for Intentional Prayer in the Workplace as a booklet.

1. Develop an introduction and give a working definition of intentional prayer.
2. State the purpose of the booklet.
3. Address the reader regarding the content of this booklet.
4. Tell the significance of the type of prayer to meeting a pastoral need.
5. Give examples of unique intentional prayer specific to neurology and medical
surgery on the 5" floor of St. Vincent’s hospital.
6. Make a list of other models of prayer.
7. Include quotes about prayer.
8. Formulate a bibliography to include authors on prayer.
10

III. Presentation of the intentional prayer model to focus group: CPE Residents.
A. CPE Residents will be invited to reflect on this point: recall patients they have visited,
focus on two to three visits. Ponder on what the patient was in the hospital for and the
difference it makes to just pray for the person as opposed to praying specifically for what

brought them to the hospital. What was God’s role in these experiences?
B. Allow time for sharing at least one or two of their experiences.

C. Invite CPE Residents to request specific things they would like us to call to prayer
vocally and conclude with their intentions as a collect prayer (See APPENDIX C).

D. Prepare a timetable for implementation, including date of drafts of the paper to the
course professor, number of meetings, a proposed date of completion of the project.

February, 12, 2010: Attend the Intensive Weekend for TH565 Arts and Skills for Ministry with
Dr. Virginia Unverzagt to gain understanding of how to approach the assemblage for the Pastoral
Project. During this time take the opportunity to share my idea for my pastoral project. It was
received in a favorable manner from my peers and Dr. Virginia Unverzagt. She asked a question
about HIPAA regarding patient diagnosis. There is no violation provided the patient told the
chaplain personally and the chaplain prayed for the person in person.
February 15, 2010: Begin writing the pastoral proposal for “A Model for Intentional Prayer in
the Workplace: Pastoral Care.” Pray for God’s guidance to be focused and Mary’s inspiration to
take care of my efforts.
February 19, 2010: Meet
pastoral project as partial
project in full detail, and
(She said yes and supports

with the Director of Pastoral Care, Joan to express my need to do a
fulfillment for my Master of Arts in Pastoral Theology, explain the
ask permission to implement my pastoral project in our department.
me).

February 22, 2010: Complete the development of the proposal, proof it, edit and make final
corrections.
February 25, 2010: Proposal reviewed before it is e-mailed to Dr. Virginia Unverzagt.
February

25, 2010:

Meet

with

Staff Chaplains

(Kristen,

Rick,

Fr. Ben,

and Fr. John)

as a

planning group to share and have some discussion on the topic of intentional prayer to gain their
input and suggestions to be aware of or to include in my project using theological reflection.
February 26, 2010: Submit Pastoral Project Proposal to Dr. Virginia Unverzagt. Await her
response and receive her wisdom and input.
March 8, 2010: Present idea of proposal to CPE manager, Rhonda and CPE supervisor of CPE
Residents, Laurie. Seek their approval to move forward with this project.

March 14, 2010: Prepare for meeting with the CPE Residents.

March 21, 2010: Complete “A Model of Intentional Prayer in the Work Place: Pastoral Care”
prayer booklet.
March 22, 2010: E-mail a copy of “A Model of Intentional Prayer in the Work Place: Pastoral
Care” to Dr. Virginia Unverzagt. Await her comments and suggestions. If Dr. Virginia
Unverzagt wants me to come to Saint Mary-of-the-Woods concerning my Pastoral Project, I will

gladly do so.
March 28, 2010: Make final preparations for presentation of didactic with CPE Residents.
March 30, 2010: Do actual presentation
reflection, and evaluation.

of didactic with the CPE

Residents,

theological

March 31, 2010: Begin the personal theological reflection, prayer, and actual compilation of
material to write the results of the project and the input of the CPE Residents and Staff
Chaplains.
April 4, 2010: Continue the process of drafting Pastoral Project
April 11, 2010: Continue the process of drafting Pastoral Project.
April 14, 2010: Submit copy of drafted script to Dr. Virginia Unverzagt to proof by e-mail.

or
April 15, 2010: Submit copy of drafted script to Dr. Virginia Unverzagt to proof by e-mail.
April 16, 2010: Continue to work on the Pastoral Project. Integrate any suggestions, corrections
to the final draft and thank Dr. Virginia Unverzagt for her support, patience, assistance, and
wisdom.
:

E. Indicate criteria and method of evaluation (i.e. include appendices and emails sent).

It is my hope that this evaluation can or will verify that my initial proposal will be
received as originally planned. I also have to be open to the surprise of the unknown possibility
as it may come.

I will use as my criteria the following points (focus on 4 or 5 overall):
1. What was your purpose of this project?
2. Was communication effective throughout the process?
3. Did you achieve your goal(s) according to the timeline provided

in the pastoral project

implementation as planned? Did your timeline change?
4. Did the target group have what they needed from you to achieve the goal(s)?
5. How was the usage of the Tri-polar Model of Theological Reflection or Life-to-Text Process
received by the staff members and CPE Students?
12

6. Was this a collaborative effort in your Pastoral Care Department and was it embraced?
7. Were you satisfied with the Implementation? What did you like about the implementation
process? Were there any concerns, issues, or recommendations that surfaced?

8. What things would you change if you had to do it again? Would you do anything differently?
9. Were your expectations met? Why or why not?

IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Prayer as we know it can be intentional, deliberate, willed and grace-filled response by a
believer to God’s invitation. Intentional prayer directs planned or spontaneous prayer. Prayer can
be motivated by a variety of needs of patients, families, and associates in the hospital. As an
example, an associate who believes in God may be on the verge of losing his/her job and shares
that with a staff chaplain or CPE resident. They pray together to God to be with this associate as
he/she

goes

through

this time

of possibly

loosing

his/she job

and

for a deeper

spiritual

relationship with God. With this in mind, I proceed to speak to the actual implementation of this
pastoral project, “A Model for Intentional Prayer in the Work Place: Pastoral Care.”

The reality of implementing any process or procedure depends on the target group to
receive what is to be implemented. What group of people would receive the greatest or long
lasting impact? 1 prayed over what to do. I discerned who would benefit the most from my
chosen topic. I had thought about targeting CPE Interns, CPE Residents, and Staff Chaplains. As
I expressed my ideas for my final project to my professor and advisor, Dr. Virginia Unverzagt
and my fellow classmates Deborah and Margee, it became clear that I needed to narrow my
target group to one to have the best impact. The best target group would be the CPE Interns. I
still had to move from the choice of this group because we do not have CPE Interns this term. I
then chose the next obvious group, the CPE Resident, as my best target group. Since they are

chaplain neophytes and still in a practicum-formative process, they will serve well to benefit
from this pastoral project’s implementation.
Moving into the planning stages, I initially went to my Pastoral Care Director, Joan, to
request a time to meet with her about my final project in my Masters Program at Saint Mary-of14

the-Woods College. I asked if I could talk to her about an idea I had for my final project for
school. She told me to drop by her office any time after 3:00 p.m. on Friday, March 19, 2010.
I shared the rubrics of my proposal with Joan during a 30 minute meeting by using a
hardcopy of what will eventually be my presentation in May 2010. She was most receptive to the
idea of my project as I explained the details that would lead up to its implementation. She asked
questions like “What impact this will have on me?” and “Do you think you could present this to
the CPE interns each year?” She told me that just from hearing me talk her brain was spinning
with more thoughts of how to make use of this tool. She told me she felt it was a great idea to do
in the Pastoral Care Department and that she would support me to make this happen.

This

confirmed for me that this project would be useful in pastoral care.
As a part of the implementation process, I approached staff chaplains who would be
sincere and forthright with me as I started this process. I personally asked four of my colleagues,
Kristen, Rick, Fr. Ben, and Fr. John, if they would be open to assisting me by being participants
for my final pastoral project. I asked them individually to be participants. I was honored that they
all said “yes.” I set up a time for us to meet and personally went to each one so they could check
their calendar. The agreed upon time was February 25, 2010 at 1:00 p.m.
I began making preparations for our meeting with four things in mind: to thank my
colleagues for allowing time in their busy schedules to be with me; have a visual presentation;

have hard copies of specific information about my project, and to facilitate a theological
reflection.

I provided an updated slide copy with a note area version of my PowerPoint presentation

on “A Model for Intentional Prayer in the Work Place: Pastoral Care.” I presented a portion of
the slide show as I shared the elements of my project.
I compiled

a handout that highlighted the key elements of my pastoral project: my

purpose, a working definition for intentional prayer, why prayer is essential, the historical view
on intentional prayer, the St. Vincent’s hospital culture, the significance of intentional prayer, the
theological implications, design for appropriate response, theological reflection, and an outline of
my approach.
I prepared a theological reflection sheet to use (See APPENDIX D) and I explained the
two models

of theological reflection: James

and Evelyn Whitehead’s

Tri-Polar Method

and

Abigail Johnson’s Life-to-Text Model.
Since some of the staff chaplains arrived early, I asked them to take some time to answer
the reflection questions until the priests arrived. I felt that the use of this time would serve to give
time to focusing on the theological reflection questions. They obliged and proceeded to work on
the reflection questions.
I began our meeting in the Catholic tradition of praying asking God’s blessing for our
meeting. [ thanked them for being here with me and said how much I appreciated this from them
on my behalf. As I went through the above with my colleagues, my thoughts and sharing were
well received. They thought this was a wonderful idea and shared their excitement for it with me.
They saw this project as being do-able and practical. When I concluded I asked them to review
again the handout that highlighted the key elements of my pastoral project when they had time
over the next two weeks, and to provide me with their feedback affirmation, suggestions, and
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concerns about my pastoral project. We agreed that the next meeting date would be March 11,
2010. Also, I asked if they would pass in the theological reflection sheet in to me by March 1,
2010. To my surprise, the theological reflection sheets were all turned in by the end of the day on
February 26, 2010. I sent out an e-mail as a reminder to turn in their written feedback to me on
March 25, 2010. Our meeting time began at 1:15 p.m. We ended the meeting at 2:45 p.m.
Over all, I felt that I accomplished what was meant to transpire. In fact, I felt like I had
over prepared

for this, but I spontaneously

could

sense what to omit as I talked with my

colleagues. They gave me good feedback, and I received it in good spirits. Fr. John held me to
the task of not compromising

my Roman

Catholic tradition and practices to appease others

because St. Vincent's is a Catholic Hospital. He had a valid point. Kristen stressed to be sensitive
to other faiths and put emphasis on the Christian practice of praying in different faith traditions.
Rick suggested that I include not just intentional prayer but intentional touch and music as
alternate approaches to prayer in the intentional prayer tool. Rick also brought to our attention
another form of theological reflection, hermeneutical thought. This process of hermeneutical
reflection impels and enables a living and faithful re-reading of any given text, symbol, or
practice.

This

simply

emphasized

that there are a number

of methods

at our disposal

for

theological reflection.
My

colleagues gave suggestions of what I could include in “A Model for Intentional

Prayer in the Workplace: Pastoral Care.” Some of their suggestions included: different types of
intentional prayer (make a list); a short sample prayer for a beginner in the faith, a definition of
intentional prayer; steps to take to make a proper move to intentional prayer; positive effects of
intentional prayer (physical, spiritual, and emotional); prayer that includes the particular need of

patient or individual, and a helpful index. They really gave thought to this, and I can try to do
some of it.

On February 28, 2010, I wrote an e-mail (See APPENDIX E-1) to the manager of CPE,
Rhonda, requesting a meeting time with her to seek permission to enlist the CPE Residents as the
target group for my pastoral project and to explain the details to her. She responded that she was
in support of my project and was interested in hearing more about it. She thought my final
project would benefit the CPE Residents and the department as well. Laurie, the CPE Supervisor
for the Residents would be included in our meeting. We agreed upon a time that we could meet,
March 8, 2010 at 10:00 a.m. I was pleased to hear back from her. I began to put together a packet
of information for Rhonda and Laurie.

Upon arrival at our meeting in the Pastoral Care Department, I greeted both Rhonda and
Laurie and thanked them for allowing this time for me to share about my final project and my
hope to present it to the CPE Residents. I gave them an overview of what I would include as a
part of my presentation. I found this to be a good sharing time, highlighting the key elements of
my project’s criteria as its foundation.

I requested consideration for a presentation date on

March 30, 2010. Rhonda assured me that she would get back with me by phone or e-mail and
that Laurie would contact me about the time and date upon her review of the schedule. Our
meeting concluded at 10: 40 a.m. I thanked them for meeting with me and shook their hands. I
left to return to my Fifth Floor Neurology and Medical Surgery duty.

When I returned to my office, I had already received a voice mail from Rhonda, the CPE

Manager (See APPENDIX E-2) related to our meeting. This is what her message said,

“Hi Sr.

Louise, this is Rhonda, it is about 10:45 a.m. on Monday morning, and Laurie and I are so

grateful for your initiative to do a didactic with the Residents. Just wanted to confirm that this is
something we would like very much for you to do. And I want to tell you that Laurie will be
contacting you to set up the time for the didactic.

She is looking at various dates. I think we will

be able to work out the dates that you suggested during our meeting, so thank you very much and
we appreciate. Bye, bye.”
I immediately called Rhonda and Laurie back to thank them for their decision to allow
me to present my project to the CPE Residents. I also shared this with the Director of Pastoral
Care, Joan.

I received an e-mail (See APPENDIX E-7) from Laurie the CPE Resident Supervisor that
said, “I have you on the calendar for March 30" at 1:00.” She also pointed out that there was a
projector in their classroom, and there was a CPE laptop that I could use. With this information, I
proceeded to make preparations for the didactic with the CPE Residents.

The weeks of March 7, 2010 and March 14, 2010, I spent most of my time researching on
intentional

prayer,

developing

and

creating

an

intentional

prayer

tool

and

a PowerPoint

presentation for a presenting date of March 30, 2010. I worked rather diligently and meticulously
to accomplish what I had proposed in my proposal.

All of this was situated in the best possible

form of presentation for proper flow for understanding and application. Once I had arranged
everything in the proper order that I felt comfortable with and taking into account how adults
learn, I established at what parts of this didactic to interact with the CPE Residents. I decided to
follow the format of the proposal as close as I could. I was satisfied with the outcome of this

process.

It took quite some time to create and develop the Model for Intentional Prayer tool. Upon
completion of writing it, I e-mailed a copy to my advisor, for her review, input, suggestions, and
wisdom.

Virginia’s comment

about the prayer tool was that “putting together booklets can

sometimes be tricky.” She was right because I experimented with cutting and pasting the pages
in the right order and had to do this twice. I also had to fashion a Microsoft Word document in
the exact page order for final printing. I was successful with this project, and it was done in a
timely manner. I had enough copies made for the CPE Residents.
With the up coming day of presentation of this didactic intentional prayer, March 30,
2010, I prepared a packet of information for the CPE Residents that included copies of the
following: a hard copy of the Power Point presentation; a copy of the intentional prayer tool;
Abigail

Johnson’s

“Life-to-Text

Model

of Theological

Reflection”

group

exercise;

and

an

additional copy of a presentation prepared especially for them on theological reflection.
developed a peer evaluation (See APPENDIX

1

F) for my presentation that had seven points to

consider: clarity of presentation, clarity of spoken words, organization, preparation, formatting,
suggestions for improvement, strengths and weaknesses, and usefulness of topic to Pastoral Care.
In order to receive valid feed back for evaluation, I decided to have the CPE Residents evaluate

my presentation on the March 31, 2010. I felt that their thoughts could be processed better after
some

reflection. All of the residents were gracious enough to take the time to fill out the

evaluation form on my behalf.

CPE RESIDENTS’ EVALUATION OF THE PROJECT

In reviewing each of their responses to the seven points of evaluation, overall they gave
the presentation a rating of 98.9 (See APPENDIX

G). Their comments

were positive with

expressions such as “excellent/great job,” “excellent presentation and explanation,”
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“very clear,

good information,” “great passion,” “energy,” and “with enthusiasm (See APPENDIX H).”

The

CPE manager, Rhonda commented that this experience was a win-win experience for everybody.
It is a wonderful feeling to know that everything went well.
The CPE

Residents did provide responses to the comment portion of the theological

reflection. Their comments expressed the following thoughts: “It was a helpful time to stop and
reflect. I like the Bible stories and how people asked Jesus specifically for what they needed
challenged me personally as a chaplain;” “This presentation went well and learning how to
intervene between

the patient and God;”

professional

training

worldviews.

Thank

for
you;”

staff

“Would

chaplains;”

“I would

be helpful for CPE

“Enjoyed

love to hear how

making

training and also for

connection

to

theological

this intentional prayer experience

received by people from other (non-Christian) traditions. How

is

does this method apply if the

patient does not identify with any faith tradition and does not want prayer?” and “It is both
inspirational and affirming in my spiritual journey in prayer.”
Even though the response to this experience was so positive, one comment

from the

theological reflection stated that “I would love to hear how this intentional prayer experience is
received by people from other (non-Christian) traditions. How

does this method apply if the

patient does not identify with any faith tradition and does not want prayer?” I would speculate
that the chaplain would have to respect the individual’s desire not to be prayed with. I have
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encountered non-Christians who have allowed me to pray with them. I can count on my one hand
the number of people who did not desire to be prayed with, for, or about. I personally did not
think less of the person(s) who does not desire prayer. I would say to myself, “It is not about me,
it’s all about the individual patient.”
They all wrote in their comments that they found the topic to be useful to Pastoral Care.
As an example, one of the CPE Residents wrote, “This topic was/is extremely useful in Pastoral
Care & being aware of the needs of the one(s) we are ministering to. I really appreciated this
presentation. > I am led to conclude that this was a timely topic. It was received with openness to
learn and reflect theologically.
Overall, the presentation went well; I have to say in retrospect, I could have given more
time to allowing for more quiet for them to complete the entire theological reflection.

MY EVALUATION OF WHAT I HAVE LEARNED

As I reviewed all of what went into the implementation of my pastoral project, I realized
that intentional prayer enriches my spiritual life as a prayer for others in their times of need for
intercession. Intentional prayer is a part of everyday life. We have to be more conscious in our

visits as chaplains to be mindful that we are praying for the individual patient and their specific
need in mind, body, and spirit. This mode of prayer is not just limited to patients, families, and
hospital associates. It is much more, and this is one way of inspiring others to continue the spirit
of promoting intentional prayer in the work place and beyond.
I have learned that it took more than just me to make this pastoral project happen. Things
happen when you start asking people personally to be a part of a process. I had to put myself out
there to encourage people to take part in a topic that I realized was a passion for me. In my
emotional

responses, I did have to be open to the possibility that people I had selected to

participate could not or would not. I was ready for this, even though it did not happen. I found
out that those who graciously participated think highly of me and view me as someone they
would like to learn from or just hear me say something. The CPE Residents who took part in this

project had not worked with me on the fifth floor, and really wanted to spend time with me
because their cohorts have had very good experiences working with me.
In my research on this topic, I did not expect to find much on this topic but what I did
find was enough to validate the need do a project such as this on intentional prayer. Research has

been done on intentional prayer that dates back as far as 1872 and up to the 21st century. It is
interesting to note that since 1995, researchers have been exploring hypotheses from several
areas of science that are cordial to the remote effects of prayer and intentionality, especially
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Dean Radin.
surveys

Noted researchers Margaret M. Poloma and Gordon H. Gallup Jr., in 1991 did

of Americans

Woodward,

who

wrote,

that revealed
“Is

God

that about

Listening?”

90 percent
in

1997,

believe

indicated

in prayer.
that

79

Kenneth

percent

L.

of 751

respondents in one national poll said that God answers prayers for healing incurable disease.

Also Woodward and Gallup, Jr, in surveys conducted in the 1990s, found that 82 percent of
Americans say they have prayed for personal health. There has been data from other studies that
confirm people typically pray more as a response to living with cancer.
I learned

about

researchers

I had not encountered

in my

previous

studies

such

as

Margaret M. Poloma and Brian Pendleton (1991) on the effects of prayer and prayer experiences
on measures of general well-being. This study demonstrated that prayer and prayer experiences
have a positive effect on the general health of those who practice it. There were studies by Dale
Matthews,

Sally Marlowe and Francis MacNutt in 2000, which provided evidence for verbal

healing prayers accompanied by laying on of hands significantly reduced the number of tender,
swollen and painful joints, and increased grip strength for individuals diagnosed with rheumatoid
arthritis. In a 2003 analysis on healing intention, Jonas and Crawford found over 2,200 published
reports, including books, articles, dissertations, abstracts and other writings on spiritual healing,

energy medicine, and mental intention effects.

I found so much in the field of research on

intentional and related topics.
I can say that throughout this process; I was clear about the purpose of this project to
provide a tool for intentional prayer as a model of instruction to be a practical approach to prayer
with patients, families, and hospital associates and to assist chaplains in being more intentional in
their praying styles when ministering to patients, families, and hospital associates.

Communication was effective throughout the process. I made the proper and appropriate
contacts for the approval and support of my pastoral project. I presented my pastoral proposal to
the director of Pastoral Care, Joan. She supported my choice of selecting the department to be a
part of my project and the concept of the idea I had. I had a meeting time with the manager of
CPE,

Rhonda

and the supervisor of the CPE

Residents,

Laurie to share what I desired to

implement with the CPE Residents as participants for a didactic on “A Model for Intentional
Prayer in the Workplace: Pastoral Care.”

I invited fellow colleagues Kristen, Rick, Fr. Ben, and

Fr. John to participate because I felt that they would be honest and challenge me to see beyond
my own perceptions and sensitivity.
The timetable was developed with clarity as I planned in a realistic and practical manner
when I would start and complete each task. I planned the timetable in such a way to enable me to
work at a steady pace and achieve the goals. I believe I met my dead lines as stipulated within
the weeks

designated.

There

was

one instance when

I got nervous

about a change

in the

timetable. As the CPE supervisor, Laurie reviewed their schedule for the week of March 28,
2010; she noted that “...the easiest time for us to schedule your didactic would be at 2:00 p.m. on
April 1.” She was sensitive to my request for March 30, 2010 and accommodated to that date. I
was so grateful that I did not have to wait three days beyond the timetable.
The usage of the Abigail Johnson’s Life-to-Text Model of Theological Reflection was
well received by the staff member and the CPE Residents. I gave well thought out explanations
in written form and expression during the gatherings of presentation. They were very receptive to
the exercise of recalling an event with a patient and reflectively related to specific questions. One
of the Residents commented that she wish she had more time to complete the experience. I gave

her back her paper to complete. She had this look on her face as if there was closure to finish the

process. She later thanked me for allowing her to complete her theological reflection.
This really was a collaborative effort in my Pastoral Care Department because everyone
who participated felt that they contributed to my learning. They were so willing to assist in every
possible way to enable me to implement my pastoral project. I believe that this project cemented

a personal bond among us because the time and effort went both ways. We had an experience
that was novel, and it was embraced by everyone. I was even invited to talk more on the topic of
theological reflection. I created a presentation for the CPE Residents. If their supervisor wanted

me to come back at another time, I would gladly do so.
In conclusion, I personally have benefited from this pastoral project because I believe 1
was inspired by God who modeled for us how to use intentional prayer. I also believe God
planted the seed to pursue this as a means for doing better service to those in need of prayer. I
found out that other CPE Residents and staff chaplains view the practice of intentional prayer as
viable and worthwhile. I was able to create a tool that other could use and share in years to come.

THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION

The groups’ response to the theological reflections on the purpose of my pastoral project
invited me to think of scripture that connects to God. That scripture is “Seek and you shall find,

knock and it shall be opened, have faith and the Lord will answer your prayers (Matthew 7:711).” I had to move outside of my comfort zone and invite others to assist me to achieve my goal
to implement all the elements of my pastoral project, “A Model for Intentional Prayer in the
Workplace: Pastoral Care.” This pastoral project proved to be worthwhile to pastoral care.
The

time

and effort that went

forth to implement

this pastoral project proved

intentional prayer in the work place is very useful in this context. The
Bartimaeus in Mark

10:46-52, is truly significant to intentional prayer. My

that

Scripture about
daily prayer life

incorporates all the patients’ intentional prayer need, and I conclude my day in prayer to Our

Lady of the Miraculous Medal Novena with their intentions.

I have been doing this for nearly

four years, and I love it.
I was able to incorporate some of the things the staff chaplains had suggested. I included

in the intentional prayer tool, scriptures that could be used in the prayers, a list of different types
of intentional prayer, short sample of prayers for a beginner in the faith, a definition of
intentional prayer, and prayer that includes the particular need of the patient or individual.
Knowing that I could use my own ideas and incorporate what my colleagues suggested enabled
me to feel that this was a team effort of collaboration.

A challenge was realizing how little or how much to develop the intentional prayer tool. I
settled for the thought, “God will let you know when enough is enough.” I actually took this
mean that I should be a peace with only with what I projected to make up the content of the
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intentional prayer tool. Now that I can reflect more on this, I am pleased with what God allowed
me to develop. I believe we all agreed that prayer is the most prevalent spiritual practice we
share in common a Christians and chaplains and this would be valuable secondary source for all
chaplains. Starting with CPE Residents was a good choice for a focus group for a didactic on
intentional prayer.
The Bible encourages us to ask God for what we desire from him and to become before
him in prayer, “ So let us confidently approach the throne of grace to receive mercy and to find
grace for timely help”( Hebrew 4:16). There are so many passages that encourage us to ask, but
we must ask “in God’s will.” Asking in God’s will requires that we ask for what is righteous,
positive, hopeful, loving, joyful, and it fits the goodness of God; we ask in faith without doubting
and know in our hearts that God has heard us, and never ask out of selfishness.

As we

continue

in the service of others, human

conscious

intention, including that

especially delivered by prayer, may act remotely to evoke a healing response in mind, body, and
spirit. The next pioneer, the next piece of evidence, and the next well-designed project may
provide an even better understanding of intentional prayer. I say until then, we continue to pray
for the specific need of the individual, encourage positive prayer, and support prayer’s enduring
nature.

APPENDIX A
Theological Reflection: Tri-polar Model and Life-to-Text Model
Theological reflection is simply wondering about God's activity in our lives. Where is God
present? What is God calling us to do? By taking time to ask questions about what happens to
us—seeing our experiences through the lens of faith—we become clearer about our connection
to God. We all ask questions about relationships, our work, our children, our government, and
our situation in life. We all reflect, wonder, analyze, think, assess, and discuss with friends as
ways of trying to understand our life. Theological reflection simply refocuses all that thinking to
encourage a stronger sense of relationship with God, asking, "Where does God fit into the
picture?" (http://www.alban.org/conversation.)

http://www litpress.org/excerpts/9780814632222.pdf
Theological reflection is a way of approaching theology that integrates the praxis of ministry

with theological theory.
James and Evelyn Whitehead’s model of method in ministry called Tri-polar Model of

Theological Reflection. (http://www litpress.org/excerpts/9780814632222.pdf)
Their model represents the interaction among three poles of a triangle and is thus named the Tripolar Model of Theological Reflection. Each pole represents a source of information for
reflection: (1) experience, (2) tradition, and (3) culture.1 Theological Reflection as a
Transformative Process 13This dynamic triangle offers a method by which to develop skills in
attending, asserting, and decision making. In this model of theological reflection, attending is a
way of paying careful attention to the religious dimension in a given reality in ministry. This
awareness enables one to discern and decide the ongoing relationship between faith and action.
Assertion is the skill by which a mature Christian engages the Word of God with other sources of
information. A renewed faith perspective from this encounter is at the heart of ministerial
decision making and reveals the potential for ongoing conversion. In theological reflection,
decision making is the moment when one’s discernment leads to changed attitudes or concrete

actions. The triple dialogue of experience, culture, and tradition witnesses to the presence of God
in the event considered and influences decision making in the process. I now call this decision
making for change the process of ongoing conversion in the life of a minister or community of

faith.

APPENDIX B
Theological Reflection: Abigail Johnson’s Life-to-Text Model

Step 1: Identify an event or situation on which to reflect. While this event can come from any part of
our lives, it is more effective to deal with a situation that is current and still has some fresh feelings

attached. Situations that are already resolved offer fewer possibilities for new insights. Also, deeper,
unresolved issues from our past may need more intense debriefing from a spiritual director or counselor
than is possible in a congregational small group.
Step 2: Name and describe your feelings about the situation. You may be feeling joy or frustration,
sadness or anger, energy or boredom. All feelings are worth including in this process and sharing with

God—the God who knows us intimately, the God from whom we cannot hide, who loves us and accepts
all that we are. With God, we need not fear sharing whatever feelings are whirling around a particular
event. And in a supportive group, sharing our feelings can be an affirming experience. Sometimes we find

that other people have similar feelings, making us realize that we are not alone.
Identifying feelings is easy for some and more difficult for others. Asking ourselves what challenged
stimulated, or disturbed us is another way to get at the question of feelings. Try to keep "feeling"
sentences simple, saying, "I feel sad" or "I feel angry" or "I feel joy." As soon as you add other words,

then you are moving into thinking rather than feeling. For example, "I feel that . . ." shifts away from
what you are feeling into statements and opinions.

Knowing how we feel is an important part of the reflective process but not the only part. Sorting through
feelings allows us to acknowledge and recognize what we feel but makes it distinct from what we think

and how we behave. For instance, I feel frustrated and angry dealing with a toddler who is a having a
temper tantrum. I am entitled to my feelings of frustration and anger, but I also need to think about the
dynamics involved. As an adult and a parent, I am a responsible person and need to keep the toddler safe.
I need also to be clear that my behavior is distinct from my feelings; otherwise, I might end up lashing out
at the toddler and later regretting my actions.
Taking time to identify feelings helps us to sort out what is going on internally as we reflect on an event.
In addition, being clear about my own feelings helps me to be aware of others' feelings as distinct from
my own. My feelings are not the only emotional activity in a situation, and reflecting on the sadness and

joy of others helps to unpack what was going on. The fact that I feel sad does not mean that everyone
feels sad about the same event. Understanding how others feel as distinct from how I feel may help me to

see what motivates their behavior.
Step 3: Explore what you think about the situation and what dynamics are at play. Various factors
are involved in any event, from office politics to personality traits to the history leading up to the event.
Thinking through these various dynamics brings further clarity to the situation and helps us to see the
complexity involved. You may want to bring analytical tools to the situation, such as power analysis.
Who has power in this situation? Who does not? You may want to use economic analysis or social

analysis as you think through social justice issues at play in this event. You may have other analytical
tools you use in your work situation. Exploring what we think about a situation gives us some distance

from the immediate feelings that arise so that we can move on to the next steps.

APPENDIX

B (cont.)

Step 4: Connect with God, and ask where God is present in your chosen situation. Begin by asking
yourself where God is at work. Think about a biblical story or biblical text that has a connection to the

event. You may have a faith stance that informs the situation. For instance, in dealing with my difficult
toddler, my faith tells me that he is a dearly loved child of God. He may be less dear to me in this stressful
moment, but God knows the number of hairs on his head, and I can draw strength from a sense of God's
presence and care. A Scripture passage that comes to mind is the account of Jesus’ welcoming the

children and blessing them despite the protests of the disciples. As I watch my toddler screaming and
beating his hands and feet on the floor, I feel like a protesting disciple, but Jesus’ action reminds me that
each child is blessed and loved. In addition, when we think about our faith connection, we can draw on

other resources such as hymns, creeds, liturgies, and writings of the church.
Step 5: Think about what you have learned from this reflection. We may have gained some insights.
We may decide on some new action. Perhaps we will do something differently next time, or we may feel

a deeper conviction about what we have done. Usually, I have a different perspective on the situation by
step 5 than when I began at step 1.

Step 6: Pray. In one sense, the whole reflection process is prayer, because it is intentional quiet time
when we are conscious of God's presence in our lives. Yet concluding with an explicit prayer draws our

whole reflection into an expression of our deepest hope. It takes all our hurts and joys, all insights and
lingering questions into an intimate conversation with God. I have found that people using this process as
a personal spiritual journey have deepened their prayer life or sometimes even discovered a prayer life if

they had not experienced one before. It also takes the process of reflection from the posture of thinking
about God to one of being with God.
Step 7: Present to the group. The situations that people choose are varied. Some events are relatively

simple and easy to sort through: something happened, we worked through what took place using the
reflective questions, and we feel a sense of resolution. In other situations, we might come back to a

similar event again and again throughout our lives.
Theological reflection is not a problem-solving process. Reflection is an open-ended process, with no

right or wrong answers. Clear answers may not emerge, and we may not find quick fixes to life's
problems; yet we will find deeper meaning through conversation with God about everyday issues.
Theological reflection is an opportunity to deepen a sense of God's presence in our lives, and an
opportunity to discover what we believe and how our faith and life intersect. Typically, I find that many
questions come to mind as I reflect on a situation. Rather than seeking answers, I try to "live the
questions" as I discern where God is leading me, being attentive to God's voice in my life and work.
“Theological Reflection in a Small Group” by Abigail Johnson is reprinted from Alban Weekly (No. 108,
August 14, 2006), with permission from the Alban Institute. Adapted from Reflecting with God:
Connecting Faith and Daily Life in Small Groups by Abigail Johnson. Copyright © 2004 by The Alban
Institute, Inc., Herndon, VA. All rights reserved.

APPENDIX C
Theological Reflection (Life-to-Text Model) questions with CPE Resident Chaplains:
Invite CPE Residents to reflect on this point: Ponder about: for what was the
patient in the hospital, what did your visit focus on (the conversation)? Did you end
with prayer? What difference does it make to just pray for the person as opposed to
praying specifically for what brought them to the hospital? What was God’s role in
these experiences?
1. Recall (an event) experience with patients you have visited, focus on two to three
visits. What happened? Who was involved? What did you do or say?
Patient one:

Patient two:

2. Invite to share at least one or two of their experiences (Explore the Experience).
How did you feel? What challenged, stimulated, or disturbed you? What was
happening for others in the situation?

APPENDIX C (cont.)

3. Digging Deeper (Expand your thinking). What core values come to mind as you
think of this experience?
4. Where did you see God in this (Making the Faith Connection)?
5. What did you learn from this experience (Naming your discoveries)?
6. Praying (Taking time with God). Invite CPE students to request specific things
they would like us to call to prayer vocally and conclude with their intentions as a
collect prayer.
7. Presenting to the group (Preparing for Group Discussion. Ask the others in the
group “What is your response to this experience?
Conclude and thank them.

Allow CPE Residents to give comments about this experience:

APPENDIX D
Self Assessment
Theological Reflection questions with Staff Chaplains:

1. What is your general style to prayer/praying?

2. What is your approach to praying with patients, families, and associates after conversing with
them about their concerns, needs, struggles, and worries during your daily work as chaplains?

3. Share one or two experiences on how you minister and pray with patients, families, and
associates.

4. What would you like to see included in a booklet as a Model of Intentional Prayers?

APPENDIX E
E-mail Communications
E-1

From: Busby, Sister Louise
Sent: Monday, February 28, 2010 11:20 AM
To: Gilligan-Gillespie, Rhonda
Subject: Final Project for Masters Degree
Dear Rhonda,
Good afternoon.

I hope you are doing well considering all you have been through with the loss of your dear
grandmother. Your family has been so fortunate to have you with them during this time and them
for you too. You all are in my prayers.
I am preparing a final project for my Masters Degree in Pastoral Theology. I would like to talk to

you about the possibility of presenting this to the CPE Residents as a didactic in the context of
theological reflection near the end of
Intentional Prayer in the Work Place:
allowable for CPE Residents and you
I would talk to Laurie about this after

March, 2010 possibly March 30th. The topic would be
Pastoral Care. I hope that this is something that is
can permit this to happen on my behalf. With this in mind,
your consideration.

I am scheduled to graduate in May 2010. My hope is to complete my final project by April 25th.
I will present this to an academic team of professors and to my peers the first week in June 2010.
God bless, Sr. Louise
E-2
This is a telephone message from Rhonda received after our meeting March 8, 2010, left at 10:44

a.m. on voice-mail.
“Hi Sr. Louise This is Rhonda, it is about 10:45 a.m. on Monday morning and Laurie and I are so

grateful for your initiative to do a didactic with the Residents. Just wanted to confirm that this is
something we would like very much for you to do. And I want to tell you that Laurie will be
contacting you to set up the time for the didactic. She is looking at various dates. I think we will
be able to work out the dates that you suggested during our meeting, so thank you very much and
we appreciate. Bye, Bye.”

APPENDIX E (cont.)
E-3
From: Hearn, Laurie

Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 10:54 AM
To: Busby DC, Sr. Louise
Subject: Didactic
Sr. Louise,
As I look at the resident schedule for the week of March 29, the easiest time for us to schedule

your didactic would be at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, April 1. If you have a strong preference to do
it earlier in the week, we can rearrange group time on Tuesday, March 30 and you can do it
then. Please let me know what will work best for you.
Blessings,
Laurie
E-4
From: Busby DC, Sr. Louise
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 12:07 PM
To: Hearn, Laurie

Subject: RE: Didactic
Dear Laurie,
Thank you for reviewing the resident schedule. I would go with my preference for March 30", 1
appreciate this time because it allows for greater use of my time during the week to do my
writing for implementation of my project. Again, thank you very much.
Enjoy the week as it progresses.
God bless, Sr. Louise

E-5
From: Hearn, Laurie

Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 11:17 AM
To: Busby DC, Sr. Louise
Subject: RE: Didactic
How about 1:00 p.m. on March 30? Will that work. If you are going to use power point, we can
come up to the 7" floor conference room or you can set it up in the intern classroom where we
still have a projector.
Laurie

APPENDIX E (cont.)
E-6
From: Busby DC, Sr. Louise
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 2:58 PM
To: Hearn, Laurie

Subject: RE: Didactic
Dear Laurie,

Thank you for the date of March 30" at 1:00 p.m. I do plan on using PowerPoint. Is the projector
in the room where we met this morning? I think that will be fine. Upstairs is rectangular.
God bless, Sr. Louise

E-7
From: Hearn, Laurie

Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 3:26 PM
To: Busby DC, Sr. Louise

Subject: RE: Didactic
I have you on the calendar for March 30" at 1:00. Yes, the projector is in the room where we
met this morning. We have a CPE laptop that you can use. Thanks for sharing your gifts with us.
Laurie

APPENDIX F
Peer Evaluations for Presentation 3-30-10
Name of Observer:
Name of Presenter:
Date:

Using the following attributes, provide written responses to the following items:

1) 10 points. Clarity of presentation.
research?

Does the presenter do a good job of describing the work or

Score:

2) 10 points. Clarity of spoken words.

Is the presenter clear, understandable, enthusiastic?

Score:

3) 10 points. Organization. Is the presentation clearly organized into sections? Title,
Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions (or some variant of this). Was there good use of
time?
Score:

4) 10 points. Preparation.

Is the presentation refined and practiced? Is material being presented?

Score:

5) 10 points. Formatting. Minimal spelling errors, grammatical errors, punctuation. Relevant

pictures. Pictures are legible.
Score:

6) What specific suggestions can you make for improvement?
weaknesses?

What were strengths? What were
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APPENDIX G
Compilation of Peer Evaluations for Presentation: Scores
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APPENDIX H
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project was
about.
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Compilation of Peer Evaluations for Presentation 3-30-10: Comments

Yes. Shared
from the heart.

use and

practice daily.
STEPHEN

Excellent
presentation
and
explanation.

Her passion on
the subject of

Yes. 1
believe
Sister did an
excellent job
of

Yes. She was
very clear
about her
presentation of
“Intentional
Prayer.”

describing

prayer was
conveyed with
knowledge and
example.

the project’s
purpose to
the audience
to which it
was

Yes. It was
well
organized and
presented
orderly with
enthusiasm.
The
presentation
began and
ended on
time.

Excellent
material

provided.

Yes. I could
tell the
information
had been proof
read and
refined. There
Were no
apparent errors

made in this
presentation.

Great use of
Power Point
Tools.

None to
express/a
process ongoing.

Strength- knew
and believed in
what she
presented. |
could have

used more time
when we filled
out the papers
with our stories
& our

reflections. I
was not able to
finish the

presented

questions.
Sister has great
passion for this
topic.

None given.

It is material
viable to all in

ministry.

The topic
was/is
extremely
useful in
Pastoral Care
and being
aware of the
needs of the
one(s) we are
ministering to.
Really
appreciated
this
presentation.
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